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Artist: Feliks Kowalczyk of Krościenko, Poland 

Design: Fan bird dove constructed from two-pieces of wood. The wings are one-
piece-of-wood. They are seated down into the other piece: the bird’s body-tail. 
The shape and length of the wing feathers offers a complete circle when fanned 
and interlocked. They nicely reach the tail portion without competing with it …a 
nice composition. 

Timber: willow
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Artist: Feliks Kowalczyk of Krościento, Poland 

Design: Woodburned crowned eagle of Poland. Constructed with two-pieces-
of-wood. The wings are one-piece which is seated into the bird’s body/tail 
piece. The narrow interlock with the wide top blade gives a nice, crisp edge to 
the design when fanned. 

Timber: fir
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Artist: Franciszek Plewa of Sromowce Niżne, Poland 

Design: Fan bird dove constructed with two-pieces of wood. The wings are made 
from one-piece and they are seated down into the bird’s body/tail piece. This tail 
feathers are interlocked to have a double-tail. It allows the bird to stand upright 
with no support. 

Timber: fir
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Artist: Franciszek Plewa of Sromowce Niżne, Poland 

Design: This fan crowned eagle of poland is constructed from two-pieces of wood: 
the first piece is the bird’s body/tail, the second is the wings which sit down into it. 
The interlock has been done to create a double tail. This elegant bird can stand on 
it’s own merit due to the design. 

Timber: fir
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Artist: Josef Regiec of Sromowce Niżne, Poland 

Design: Fan dove constructed with two-pieces-of-wood. The wings are from one-
piece and that is seated into the second piece which is the bird’s body/tail. The 
sharp angles of the cuts create a nice strong, crisp pattern after the feathers are 
fanned and interlocked. 

Timber: spruce
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Artist: Josef Regiec of Sromowce Niżne. Poland 

Design: Fan crowned eagle of Poland constructed with two-pieces-of-wood. The 
wings are one-piece-of-wood and that is seated down into the second piece which 
is the bird’s body/tail. The sharp angle cuts on the profile makes for interesting 
detail and pattern once the feathers are fanned and interlocked …nice circular 
motion. 

Timber: spruce
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Artist: Josef Regiec of Sromowce Niżne, Poland 

Design: This large fan crowned eagle is constructed with two-pieces-of-wood. The 
wings are one-piece that is seated into the bird’s body/tail. The top portion of the 
feather, above the interlock, is about the same length as below the interlock. Much 
detail is carved into both portions creating an artistic effect. 

Timber: spruce
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